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1> It's the greatest thing since sliced bread. When did a bakery produce the first 
pre-sliced, packaged loaf of bread? 

 
2> Like Babe Ruth, you may be avoiding this food because it makes your urine 

smell like rotting cabbage. What is the food? 
 

3> Whose liver will you be a munching on when you spread pate de foie on a 
cracker? 

 
4> What does an enthusiastic chef call the outer peel of a citrus fruit, such as a 

lemon? 
 

5> The names of the cities of Frankfurt and Vienna gave us two different names 
for what product? 

 
6> If you want to kill a werewolf with beer, what brewery's "Silver Bullet" should 

you use? 
 

7> Apparently invented by Fernand Lachance at a restaurant called Le Lutin Qui 
Rit in Warwick, Quebec, what is poutine? 

 
8> These cocktails are trading tales of their sexual exploits at a bar. Which one 

turns out to be a virgin? 
 

 Shirley Temple 
 Harvey Wallbanger 

 Tom Collins 
 Rob Roy 

 

9> Schlitz is the beer that made what city famous? 
 

10> What food gets its name, not because it was French for the food meant for 
Napoleon's horse, because it was supposed to make even the devil fart? 

 
11> Which beer is named for a Czech town known for its beechwood aging, that 
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was once home to the Holy Roman Empire's royal brewery? 

 

12> What's called miantiao in China, ramen in Japan, ba mee in Thailand and 
pancit mami in the Philippines? 

 
13> The Congress of Vienna divided up Europe, but it also crowned what product, 

first made by the Jouarre Abbey, the king of cheeses? 
 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> 1928 - In 1928, a bakery in Chillicothe, Missouri, used Otto Rohwedder's 
invention for sliced bread.  

2> Asparagus - It's a genetic thing and it affects nearly half of us, because this 
food has sulfurous chemicals related to the mercaptans that produce the stink in 

bad breath.  
3> A goose's - This has become fairly controversial.  

4> Zest - This is where the word 'zesty' comes from.  
5> Hot dogs - The words are frankfurters and wieners.  

6> Coors - The silver cans are used to distinguish Coors Light from the yellow 
bellied cans used for other brands.  

7> French fries in gravy and cheese - A rival claim is from Le Roy Jucep 
restaurant in Drummondville.  

8> Shirley Temple - It is made with grenadine and ginger ale, but no booze.  
9> Milwaukee - Milwaukee, with its large German American population, attracted 

many brewers.  
10> Pumpernickel - It is not from "pain pour Nicol", but from the Old German.  

11> Budweiser - The world's best-selling beer has been a hit for Anheuser-Busch 
since 1890, and it now controls about half the American market.  

12> Noodles - Noodles are a staple of Asian cuisine. It's where Italian pasta 
comes from.  

13> Brie - Brie was named for a French region that is now the departement of 
Seine-et-Marne. 
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